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Abstract 
Hertrampf et al. (1993) looked at complexity classes which are characterized (say accepted) 
by a regular language for the words of output bits produced by nondeterministic polynomial-time 
computations. A number of well-known complexity classes between P and PSPACE are accepted 
by regular languages. For example, NP is accepted by the regular language which consists of 
the words which contain at least one letter 1. The main result will be that the inclusion order 
on the complexity classes accepted by regular languages has the following property: if a class 
accepted by a nontrivial regular language is not equal to P then it contains at least one of the 
classes NP, co-NP and MOD,P for p prime. This will be interpreted as a nondensity result in 
two ways: (1) on the assumption that the polynomial-time hierarchy does not collapse, and (2) 
for the relativized case. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M. For each input x the 
machine A4 produces a computation tree, with a label 0 written on the leaf of a rejecting 
computation path, and a label 1 written on the leaf of an accepting comptation path, 
see Fig. 1. Let the yield of the computation tree be the concatenation of these leaf 
labels, read from left to right. 
Let A be the language which consists of the words which contain at least one letter 1. 
A language L belongs to the well-known complexity class NP if there is a polynomial- 
time nondeterrninistic Turing machine M such that a word x is in L if and only if 
one of the computation paths accepts, or equivalently, x is in L if and only if the 
yield of the computation tree belongs to the language A. This may be interpreted the 
following way: the class NP is characterized (say accepted) by the language A. As 
another example, the well-known class Parity-P = $P = MOD2P is accepted by the 
language A’ which consists of the words which contain an odd number of 1’s. This 
concept of characterizing complexity classes was introduced by Bovet et al. [6,7], 
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Fig. 1. Computation tree (whose yield is 00101111). 
who showed that also many other well-known complexity classes are accepted by a 
language. 
Note that the languages A and A’ from above which accept the classes NP and Parity- 
P, respectively, are of a very low complexity, namely they are regular languages. Given 
the concept of polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machines, the classes accepted 
by regular languages can be considered as “easy to describe”. This way, it seems 
natural to ask: (i) which other complexity classes are accepted by regular languages, 
(ii) which are not, and (iii) what can be stated about the inclusion order on these 
classes? 
Some of these questions were answered by Hertrampf et al. [ 1.51. Besides other results 
they show that PSPACE and the classes J5p and np of the polynomial-time hierarchy 
are accepted by regular languages, this contributes to question (i). Regarding questions 
(ii) and (iii), they show, for example, that PSPACE is the largest class accepted by a 
regular language. Section 3 lists some more results concerning the questions (i)-(iii) 
above. 
The contribution of this paper is a result - concerning question (iii) - about the 
bottom part of the inclusion order on the classes accepted by regular languages. The 
main result, shown in Section 6, is the following. 
l If a class accepted by a nontrivial regular language is not equal to P, then it contains 
at least one of the classes NP, co-NP and MOD,P for p prime. 
This result mainly depends on a characterization of the generalized dejinite lan- 
guages defined by Ginzburg [12]. The characterization is presented as Lemma 12 in 
Section 5. It uses the concept of o-h-reducibility introduced in Section 4. 
With the help of the main result the following conditional nondensity result will be 
shown in Section 7: on the assumption that the polynomial-time hierarchy does not 
collapse there is no class properly between P and NP which is accepted by a regular 
language. This contrasts the results of Ladner [22] which imply that on the assumption 
above there are numerous complexity classes properly between P and NP. Note that 
therefore this conclusion contributes to question (ii). 
Zachos [36] defined a partial order on relativizable complexity classes which reflects 
the idea of oracle-independent inclusion. It will be shown in Section 8 that the rela- 
tivized version of the main result is a nondensity result for this order restricted to the 
classes accepted by regular languages. 
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Finally, in Section 9 the main result will be shown to hold also for the nondeter- 
ministic log-space classes accepted by regular languages. 
2. Preliminairies 
In this paper words and languages are over the alphabet C = (0, 1). The well-known 
regular notation system for languages will be used, see [16]. For example, C* is the 
language consisting of all words, 0* is the language consisting of all words which do 
not contain the letter 1, and lC* is the language consisting of all words starting with 
letter 1. A bar will denote the complement, for example, 0* is the language consisting 
of the words which contain at least one letter 1. 
There are several versions of definitions of polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing 
machines. In this article the version from the original paper of Karp [19] is considered. 
For this version the width n of nondetexminism which may occur during the computa- 
tion is either 0, 1, or 2. In the case n = 0 the computation stops in either a rejecting 
or accepting state, in the case n = 1 the computation is deterministic, and in the case 
n = 2 the computation branches nondeterministically into two independent computa- 
tions. For the last case it is in addition assumed here that the transition function is given 
as a linear list. This way, the computation branches in the case of nondeterminism into 
the first (or left) computation and the second (or right) computation, according to the 
appearance of their corresponding entries in the transition function list. 
Let a computation tree be a - not necessarily balanced - ordered binary tree for 
which the inner nodes have no labels, and the leaves are labeled with 0 or 1. An 
example of a computation tree is shown in Fig. 1. It is clear that each polynomial- 
time nondeterministic Turing machine A4 on an input x produces a computation tree 
T(M,x) by starting at the root, adding a left and a right son each time nondetetminism 
is encountered, and writing in the case of termination a 0 (for rejecting) or a 1 (for 
accepting) on the corresponding leaf. 
For a computation tree T(M,x), let the yield (or leafstring) of T(M,x), formally 
yield(M,x), be the word which is the concatenation of the labels of the leaves of 
T(M,x), read from left to right. For example, the yield of the computation tree in 
Fig. 1 is the word 00101111. 
Definition 1. For a language A and a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine 
M define the language LA(M) by 
x E LA(M) : e yield(M,x) E A. 
Let the (polynomial-time complexity) class accepted by A, in short A - P, be the set of 
languages LA(M) for which M is a polynomial-time nondetetministic Turing machine. 
In other words, a language L belongs to the class A - P if and only if there is a 
polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M such that membership of x in L is 
determined the following way: construct the computation tree T(M,x) produced by M 
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The following terminology concerning partial orders is standard. An upper semi- 
lattice is a partial order in which any two elements have a supremum. A partial order 
is called dePtse if for any two elements there is another element properly between them. 
If a partial order has a minimum then an element a, for which there is no element 
properly between the minimum and CI, is called an atom. It is clear that if a partial 
order contains an atom then it is not dense. A partial order with minimum is called 
ntomic if for every element of the partial order which is not the minimum there is 
an atom which is smaller. For a partial order a chain is a set of elements which 
are pairwise comparable, and an antichain is a set of elements which are pairwise 
incomparable. 
3. Classes accepted by regular languages 
First some examples of classes accepted by regular languages will be given. 
l The languages p, O*, and 1 C*, which were shown in the examples after Definition 
1 to accept NP, co-NP, and P, respectively, are regular. (Also in the following text 
the language 0’ will always be listed before 0* because NP is more popular than 
co-NP.) 
l For a number k>2 and a subset SC{O,..., k - 1} let {S, k) be the regular language 
consisting of the words for which the number of l’s is equal modulo k to an element 
of S. Then, by definition of MODkP, see [5], the language ({ 1,. .., k - l}, k) accepts 
the class MODkP. As a special case, the language ({ I}, 2) is the language A’ from 
the introduction which accepts the class Parity-P = @P according to the original 
definition 1251. 
l Hertrampf et al. [ 151 showed the existence of a regular language accepting the class 
PSPACE. From their results it can also be concluded that for every natural number i, 
there exist regular languages accepting the classes Cp and ZIf of the polynomial-time 
hierarchy. 
l The classes with a finite acceptance type, introduced by Gundermann and Wechsung 
[ 131, are by definition accepted by regular languages. 
It should be remarked that well-known complexity classes like PP or C=P are ac- 
cepted by a context-free language but do not seem to be accepted by a regular language. 
Call the languages which cannot distinguish any yields of computation trees triz~iu~, 
these are the four (regular) languages 8, {E}, C”, and C* - {a}, note that the yield of 
a computation tree has at least length 1. It is easy to see that these four languages 
accept the trivial complexity classes {0} and {C* }. 
Let R be the set of all nontrivial regular languages, and let &? - P be the set of 
classes {L - P i L E a}, i.e. the set of all classes which are accepted by a nontrivial 
regular language. The following proposition 2 lists some first properties of the inclusion 
order on 9? - P. Part (b) is due to Hertrampf et al. [15]. Note that it is not known 
whether P = PSPACE. Therefore, by parts (a) and (b), it may be the case that part 
(c) and even the main result Theorem 13 will hold for trivial reasons. 
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Proposition 2. (a) P is the minimum of the inclusion order on W - P. (b) PSPACE 
is the maximum of the inclusion order on 92 - P. (c) The inclusion order on W - P 
is an upper semi-lattice. 
Proof. (a) Let A be a nontrivial regular language, i.e. there are two words u, w with 
length 3 1 such that u E A and w 6 A. Let L be the language accepted by a polynomial- 
time deterministic Turing machine D. Let M be the polynomial-time nondeterministic 
Turing machine which on input x simulates the computation of D on input x and 
produces by nondeterminism a computation with yield u (with yield w) if D accepts 
(rejects). By construction, L = LA(M). In other words, every language in P is a 
language in A - P. 
(c) Given two regular languages A, B, let A 6? B be the regular language OA U 1B. It 
will be shown that A @ B - P is the smallest class from 92 - P containing both A - P 
and B - P. 
In order to show that A - P 2 A - P @ B, let a polynomial-time nondeterministic Tur- 
ing machine A4 be given. Define M’ to be the polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing 
machine which on input x first produces by nondeterminism a 0 in the leftmost path, 
and then simulates A4 on input x. By construction yield(M,x) E A c yield(M’,x) E 
OA e yield(M’,x) E A @ B for all inputs x. In other words, for every polynomial- 
time nondeterministic Turing machine M, there is a polynomial-time nondeterministic 
Turing machine M’ such that LA(M) = LA&M’). Therefore, A - P c A @ B - P. The 
inclusion B - P CA @ B - P holds similarly. 
In order to show that A ~3 B - P is the smallest class among the classes accepted 
by nontrivial regular languages containing both A - P and B - P, let C be another 
nontrivial regular language such that C - P contains both A - P and B - P. It will 
be shown that for every polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M, there is 
polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine MO such that LA&M) = Lc(Mo). 
Because C is nontrivial, one can choose two words v, w with length > 1 such that 
u E C and w 6 C. Given a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M, de- 
fine Ml (Mz) to be the polynomial-time nondetenninistic Turing machine which for 
an input x first checks if M on input x has more than one computation path. If yes, 
then MI (Mz) simulates A4 besides that it does not compute the leftmost path; other- 
wise it produces by nondeterminism a computation tree with yield u if E E A (E E B) 
and a computation tree with yield w if E # A (E # B). Because C - P contains both 
A - P and B - P, there exist polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machines M3 
and A44 such that yield(Mi,x) E A _ yield(Ms,x) E C, and yield(Mz,x) E B _ 
yield(M4,x) E C, respectively. Now let A40 be the polynomial-time nondeterministic 
Turing machine which for an input first looks if the bit of the leftmost path of the 
computation of A4 on the input is 0 or 1 and then simulates Ms or M4, respectively. By 
construction is yield(A4,x) E A @B w yield(&,x) E C. In other words, for every 
polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M, there is polynomial-time nonde- 
terministic Turing machine A40 such that L A@B(M) = &MO). This shows A CE? B - P c 
C-P. 0 
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It will be shown in Section 6 that if a nontrivial regular language A does not accept 
P then at least one of the classes NP, co-NP or MOD,P for a prime p is contained 
in A - P. For the proof the following detour to formal languages will be made. 
4. o-h-Reducibility 
A homomorphism is a mapping h : C* --+ C* for which h(uw) = h(u)h(w) holds for 
all words u, w E C”. It is easy to see that a homomo~hism is uniquely determined by 
its two values h(0) and h( 1) on the length-l words 0 and 1, see for example [ 161. An 
E-free homomorphism is a homomo~hism h for which both h(0) and h( 1) are not the 
empty word a. 
For two languages A and B the o-h-reducibility will be defined as follows; the name 
stands for offset- homomorphism. It is not known to the author whether the concept is 
defined in the literature. 
Definition 3. Let A,B be two languages. A is o-h-reducible to B if there exist two 
words y,z, called the oflets, and an s-free homomorphism h such that for all words x 
x E A w yh(x)z E B. 
Pro~si~on 4. The u-h-reducibility on the set of all l~~g~~ges is reflexive and tran- 
sit&e. 
Proof. A language is o-h-reducible to itself via two empty offsets and the homomor- 
phism id determined by id(O) = 0 and id( 1) = 1. This shows the reflexivity of the rela- 
tion, the transitivity is also shown in a straightforward way as follows. Let a language 
A be o-h-reducible to a language B via the offsets yi and zi and the homomorphism 
hi, and let B be o-h-reducible to a language C via the offsets y2 and z2 and the homo- 
morphism hp. Then A is o-h-reducible to C via the offsets yzhz(y,) and hz(zl)zz and 
the homomo~hism h determined by h(0) = hz(hi(O)) and h(1) = hz(hi(1)): it holds 
n E A * ~lhl(~)zl E B _ y2hztylhl(x)zl)z2 = y2h2(yi)h2fhl(X))h2(Zl)Z2 f C. 
Finally, note that h is a-free because hl and h2 are. D 
The following easy lemma 5 motivates the introduction of the concept of o-h- 
reducibility. 
Lemma 5. Let A, B be languages. If A is o-h-reducible to B then A - P C B - P. 
Proof. Let A be o-h-reducible to B via the offsets y and z and the homomorphism h. 
For a given polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M, a polynomial-time 
nondeterministic Turing machine A40 will be constructed such that LA(M) = L&MO). 
On input x, MQ simulates the computation of M on input x, branching nondetermin- 
istically everytime M branches nondete~inistically. When M rejects or accepts on a 
computation path it produces by nondete~inism a computation tree whose yield is 
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Fig. 2. The construction of MO. 
h(O) or h( 1 ), respectively. And if y(z) is not the empty word, Me produces addition- 
ally in the leftmost (rightmost) computation path a tree whose yield is y(z). See Fig.2 
for this construction. It is easy to observe that yield(Ma,x) = yh(yield(M,x))z for all 
x. Because A is o-h-reducible to B via the offsets y,z and the homomorphism h it holds 
for all x: yield(k4,x) E A ++ yield(&,x) E B. In other words, for every polynomial- 
time nondeterministic Turing machine M, there is polynomial-time nondeterministic 
Turing machine MO such that LA(M) = &(A.&). This shows that A - P&B - P. 0 
Note that the opposite direction of Lemma 5 above does not hold: of course P & NP, 
but it is easy to see that 1 C* is not o-h-reducible to p. 
Remember that for a number k B 2 and a subset S & { 0,. . . , k - 1 }, the language (S, k) 
was defined in the examples of Section 3 to be the regular language consisting of the 
words for which the number of l’s is equal modulo k to an element of S. Note that 
if S is empty or equal to (0,. . . , k - l}, then (S, k) is trivial. The following Lemma 6 
gives some examples of o-h-reducibility among the languages of the type (S, k) where 
S is a nonempty and proper subset of (0,. . . , k - l} for some k 22. The relation of 
being a proper subset will be expressed in the following text by C. 
Lemma 6. For a nonemtpty set S ~(0,. . . , k - 1) for some k 2 2, there exists a prime 
p and a nonempty set S’ ~(0,. . . , p - 1) such that (S’, p) is o-h-reducible to (S, k). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the factorization length of k. If k is prime then take 
S’:=S.Soassumethatk=mnforl <m,n<k,andconsiderfori~{O,...,n-1) 
the sets Ui defined by 
Ui := {I E {O,..., k - 1) ( Zmodulon is equal toi}. 
Two cases (1) and (2) are distinguished. 
(1) Assume that for some one i E (0,. . . , n - 1 }, the set S n Ui is neither empty nor 
equaltoU~:.DefinethenonemptysetS”~{O,...,m-l}byS”:={j~jn+i~S~Ui}. 
Now the language (S”, m) is o-h-reducible to the language (S, k) via the homomorphism 
h determined by h(0) := O,h(l) := 1” and the offsets 1’ and a: it is easy to see that 
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l’h(x) E (U;, k) for all x, and that x E (S”,m) u l’h(x) E (S n Ui,k). This means 
that x E (S”,m) _ l’h(x) E (Sk). 
(2) Assume that for all i E (0,. . . n - 1 } the set Sn Ui is either empty or equal to Ui. 
Then for all natural numbers j it holds: j modulo k is equal to a number in S if and 
only if j + n modulo k is equal to a number in S. Let S” be the set S n (0,. . . , n - 1 }. 
Note that S” is a nonempty and proper subset of (0, . , n - 1) because S is a nonempty 
and proper subset of (0,. . . , k - 1). Now it is easy to see that for all natural numbers 
j it holds that j modulo n is equal to a number in S” if and only if j modulo k is 
equal to a number in S; in other words, (S”,n) = (S, k). Therefore, (S”,n) is trivially 
o-h-reducible to (S, k) by the reflexivity of the o-h-reducibility. 
In both cases (1) and (2) there exist by the induction assumption and by the tran- 
sitivity of the o-h-reducibility a prime p and a nonempty set S’ ~(0,. . . , p - 1) such 
that (S’, p) is o-h-reducible to (S, k). 0 
The following lemma shows which classes are accepted by the languages (S, p) for 
p prime. The lemma can be considered as an easy consequence of the results and 
methods of Beige1 and Gill [5]. 
Lemma 7 (Beige1 and Gill [5]). For a prime p and a nonempfy set S C(0,. . , p - 1) 
the language (S, p) accepts MOD,P. 
Proof. The results and methods of Beige1 and Gill [5] are applied. Fix a prime p 
and a nonempty set S ~(0,. . . , p - 1). Because MOD,P is by definition equal to 
({ 1,. . p - 1 }, p) - P it needs to be proven: 
(S,p)-P=({l,...,p-l},P)-p. 
To show the inclusion from left to right, let {iI,. . . , in} be the numbers in (0,. . . , p- 1 } 
which are not in S. Given a nondeterministic machine M, construct by Property 2.2 of 
[S] the machine Ml which for an input x has (a + p - il)(u + p - iz), . . . ,(a + p - i,) 
accepting paths if M has a accepting paths on input x. Because p is prime for every 
input x the number of accepting paths of M is equal modulo p to an element of 
S if and only if the number of accepting paths of Ml is not equal modulo p to 0. 
Therefore, for every polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine M there exists 
a polynomial-time nondetetministic Turing machine Ml such that x E L(,Q,)(M) w 
x E L({I ,._., P-~},p)(M1). This means (S,p) -PC ({l,...,~ - 11, P) -P. 
For the inclusion from right to left, let i E S and j E (0,. . . , p - 1 } \ S. Then 
by Theorem 6.3 of [5] for every machine M, there is a machine M2 such that the 
number of accepting paths of M2 on an input x is always equal modulo p to ei- 
ther i or j, and it is equal to i if and only if the number of accepting paths of M 
on input x is not equal modulo p to 0. Therefore, for every polynomial-time non- 
deterministic Turing machine M there exists a polynomial-time nondeterministic Tur- 
ing machine M2 such that x E L({l,...,,_,),,)(M) s x E L(Q,)(M~). This means 
({l,...,p- l}>P) -Pc:(S,p) -p. q 
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5. Generalized definite languages 
The following notion of generalized dejnite languages is from Ginzburg [12]. It is 
the two-sided generalization of the notion of dejinite languages introduced by Kleene 
[20] and further investigated by Perles et al. [26]. For the notion of generalized dejinite 
languages, see also [8,9, 11,27,30,37]. 
Definition 8 (Ginzburg [12]). Call a language L generalized dejinite if there is a nat- 
ural number n such that for all words x,y of length n and for all words v,w (of any 
length) it holds 
XVYELWxwYEL. 
In other words, a language L is generalized definite if and only if there is a number 
n such that the membership in L for a word z which has length >2n depends only on 
the prefix and the suffix of z of length n. 
The finite and the cofinite languages are examples of generalized definite languages. 
More typical examples of generalized definite languages are languages like 1 Z* or 
C*O U 11 lC*Ol which are neither finite nor cofinite. It is easy to see that the generalized 
definite languages are a subset (in fact, a Boolean subalgebra) of the regular languages, 
by the following proposition this inclusion is proper. 
Proposition 9. The regular languages F, 0* and (S, k) for a nonempty set S ~(0, 
. . . , k - 1) for k 3 2 are not generalized dejinite. 
Proof. Consider the language o* which was defined to consist of the words which 
contain at least one letter 1. Let a natural number n be given. For the words x = 
O”, y = O”, v = 0, w = 1 it holds that xvy @ F and xwy E O*. So for every natural 
number n there are words x, y of length n and two words v, w such that xvy # p and 
xwy E o*; this shows that 0* is not generalized definite. Therefore, also the complement 
0* is not generalized definite. Similar arguments show that the languages (S, k) for a 
nonempty set S C{O, . . . , k - 1) for k 2 2 are not generalized definite. 0 
Proposition 10. If a language A is o-h-reducible to a language B, and A is not gen- 
eralized dejinite, then B is neither. 
Proof. Let A be o-h-reducible to a language B via two offsets z,z’ and an a-free 
homomorphism h. Assume that A is not generalized definite, i.e. for every n there 
exist words x, y of length n and two words v, w such that xvy E A and xwy $ A. 
Note that zh(x) and h( y)z’ have length Zn because h is a-free. Therefore, zh(x) can 
be written in the form X’X” where x’ has length n, and h(y)z’ can be written in the 
form y”y’ where y’ has length n. Now consider the words zh(xvy)z’ and zh(xwy)z’. 
By the definition of o-h-reducibility the first word is in B and the second is not in 
B. But for the first word it holds zh(xvy)z’ = zh(x)h(v)h(y)z’ = x’x”h(v)y”y’ and for 
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the second word it holds zh(xwy)z’ = zh(x)h(w)h(y)z’ = x’x”h(w)y”y’. Therefore, for 
every natural number n there are two words x’, y’ of length n such that for the two 
words V’ := x”h( u)y” and w’ := x”h(w)y” it holds that x’u’y’ E B and x’o’y’ $ B. In 
other words, B is not generalized definite. Note that this proof only used the property 
of the reduction function f(x) = zh(x)z’ that f(x) is at least as long as x. 0 
Lemma 11 will give the main motivation for the introduction of the concept of 
generalized definite languages. 
Lemma 11. For a nontrivial generalized definite language A it holds A - P = P. 
Proof. First the reader is referred to the third example after Definition 1, the following 
proof is just a generalization of the fact 1 C* - P = P; note that 1 C’ is generalized 
definite. 
Consider a nontrivial generalized definite language A. Let the natural number n be the 
constant from Definition 8, i.e. for a word with length b2n membership in A depends 
only on its prefix and its suffix of length n. It will be shown that A 
accepts P. 
P is of course a subset of A - P because A is nontrivial. In order to see that A - P 
is a subset of P, let a polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machine A4 be given. 
It suffices to show that LA(M) is in P. Consider the following deterministic Turing 
machine D which works in polynomial-time. Because A is fixed and it is constant it 
can be assumed that D has a list of all words in A of length <2n. For an input x 
the machine D first visits by a left traversal (see for example [l]) deterministically 
the 2n leftmost leaves of T(M,x); note that the left traversal of T(M,x) can be done 
by simulating M. If D recognizes that the yield of T(M,x) has length < 2n then it 
terminates, and it terminates with an accepting state if and only if it finds the yield of 
T(M,x) in its list of words belonging to A. If D recognizes that the yield of T(M,x) 
has length 22n it memorizes the prefix v of length n of the yield of T(M,x), and visits 
with a right traversal the n rightmost leaves of T(M,x) in order to find the suffix w of 
length n of the yield of T(M,x). Finally, D looks up in its list whether the concatenation 
VW belongs to A, and accepts if and only if this is the case. By construction and by 
the property of A to be generalized definite it follows that D accepts the input x if and 
only if the yield of T(M,x) is in A. In other words, D accepts LA(M). This shows that 
LA(M) is in P. Because this holds for every polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing 
machine M, the class A - P is a subset of P. 0 
The following lemma is about regular languages, independent of questions about 
polynomial-time computations. It may be considered as another characterization of the 
generalized definite languages. 
Lemma 12. A regular language A is not generalized de$nite if and only if at least 
one of the languages O*, O’, or (S, p) f or a nonempty set S C{O,...,p - l} for a 
prime p is o-h-reducible to A. 
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Fig. 3. The sequence ci for a word w (here n = 8 and m = 3). 
Proof. The direction X= follows directly from Propositions 9 and 10. 
For the other direction of the lemma assume that a regular language A is not gen- 
eralized definite. It will be shown that at least one of the languages @, O*, or (S, k) 
for a nonempty set S ~(0,. . . , p - 1) for a prime p is o-h-reducible to A. 
Let A be accepted by the finite automaton (Q, (0, l}, 6, qo, F). For the definition of 
a finite automaton and the definition of the mnction 6, : Q + Q (for every word w), 
see Section 3. Assume w.1.o.g. that every state is reachable from qo, i.e. for every state 
q E Q there is a word w such that &(qo) = q. 
Because Q is finite, for every word w and every state q the iteration of 6, starting in 
state q has to run into a cycle sometime, more formally: for every word w and every 
state q there exist two numbers 1 <m <n such that cl,. . . , c,, . . . , cn are n different 
states, ~1 = q, ci+l = 6,(q) for 1 <i < n and c, = &,(cn), see Fig. 3. 
Call the language A noncounting if for all words w and states q like above and all 
words z, the set {a,(~,,,) ,..., &(c,)} is either a subset of F or a subset of Q \ F. This 
definition is equivalent to the one [24]. 
First assume that A is counting, i.e. there is a word w and a state q like above and 
also a word z such that the set {&(c,), . . . , d,(c,)} contains elements from both F and 
Q \ F. Let k the length of the cycle, i.e. k := 1 + n - m, and define the nonempty set 
S’ c{O,. . . ) k- 1) to be the set {j-m 1 mQj<n and B,(cj) E F}. Take a wordz’ for 
which &(qo) = c,. Define the homomorphism h by h(O) = wk and h( 1) = w. Now it 
is clear that for every word x it holds 
n E (S’, k) w z’h(x)z E A. 
This means that the language (S’, k) is o-h-reducible to A. By Lemma 6 and the 
transitivity of the o-h-reducibility from Proposition 4 also a language (S, p) for a 
nonempty set S C{O, . . . , p - 1) for some prime p is o-h-reducible to A. Therefore, the 
direction + of the lemma holds for the case that A is counting. 
From now on assume that A is noncounting, i.e. for all states q and for all words 
w,z like above the set {a,(~~), . . . ,a,(~,)} consists of states which are either all in F 
or all in Q \ F. 
Because A is not generalized definite there exist words r, s, t, t’ such that r and s have 
length lQllQ1 and rts E A but rt’s # A. There are at most lQ]lQl mappings Q -+ Q. 
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Therefore, there exist words sl,sz,s3 such that s = ~1~2.~3, s2 # E and a,,,, = 6,, , i.e. 
6,, is the identity function on the set {q’ E Q 1 3q E Q : q’ = S,,(q)}, called the set of 
states reachable by 6,,. 
Consider for some word u and a state q reachable by 6,, the set of states {cl,. . , 
C WI,..., c,} of the iteration of a,,,, starting with q = cl. By assumption the states 
&, (c, ), . . . , 6,, (c,) do belong either all to F or all to Q \ F. Consider the first case and 
assume that for some cj E {cl,. . . , cm-l} the state S,,(cj) is not in F. Choose a word 
z for which 6,(qo) = cj and consider the homomorphism h determined by h(0) = s2 
and h( 1) = { usi }“. Now it holds that 
x E iT” ++ zh(x)s3 E A, 
i.e. p is o-h-reducible to A. In order to see this equivalence observe that if x only 
consists of O’s then dh(x)(cj) = cj; otherwise, 8h(x)(cj) is guaranteed to be an element of 
{C,,~. . , c,,}. Likewise, 0* is o-h-reducible to A if none of the states &(c,), . . , cjs,(c,) 
is in F and there is some cj E {cl,. . . , cm-,} such that S,,(cj) is in F. 
Summarized, this shows that if there is a word u and a state q reachable by a,, such 
that cl,. . . , c,, . . . , c, are the states of the iteration of 6,,, starting with q = cl, and the 
states &,(cl),. . .,&,(c~),.. ., 6,(c,) are from both F and Q \ F, then either F or 0* 
is o-h-reducible to A. 
So the only case left is that for each word u and each state q reachable by 6,, the 
following holds: S,,(q) E F w 6,,,,,(q) E F. 
Take the word r from above for which rts E A but rt’s $! A. Because r has length 
> IQ1 there exist three words rl,rz,r3 such that r = rlrg-3, r2 # E and &,(qo) = 
&,r2(qo). Define the homomorphism h by h(0) = r2 and h( 1) = r3 tsl . It will be shown 
that 
x E @ M rlh(x)r3t’s E A, 
i.e. in the remaining case the language @ is o-h-reducible to A, this finishes the proof 
of the lemma. The direction -+ of the equivalence above is by contraposition easy 
to see: if x = 0” for some natural number a then 8r,h(x),.3f/s(q0) = 6r,h(p)r3trs(q0) = 
6 r,r;rSf/S(qO) = Gr,r3r/s(qo) = drps(qo) $ F. For the proof of the direction =+, consider 
a word x E @, i.e. x = Oaly for some natural number a and some word y. Then the 
above assumption will be applied to q = 6,.,h(0~l)(q0) and u = h(Y)r3t’. First note that 
the state q = &,h(~i)(qs) is reachable by &, because &,h(~i)(qO) = &,h(w)r3ts,(q0) = 
4,(&,~~)~~~(qo)). Furthermore, the state S,,(q) = &,(&,h(wi)(qo)) = &,h(wi)s3(qo) = 
6 r,r;r,cs,s&o) = &,0*s,s3 40 ( ) = 6,,(qo) is in F. Therefore, by the above assumption, 
also &,h(x)rxt~s(qO) = ~r,h(~lyhf~s(qO) = h~~~)h(~)~~th ( 40) = hywsls~ (&,h(wl”l)(qo)) 
= S,,,,,(q) is in F. In other words, if x E F then rlh(x)rxt’s E A. 0 
6. The main result 
Now the main result is stated, it will follow easily from Lemmata 5, 7, 11, and 12. 
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Theorem 13 (Main Theorem). Let A be a nontrivial regular language. If A is gener- 
alized definite then A - P = P; otherwise, A - P contains at least one of the classes 
NP, co-NP, or MOD,P for p prime. 
Proof. Let A be a nontrivial regular language. If A is generalized definite then A - P = 
P, as it was shown in Lemma Il. 
If, on the other hand, A is not generalized definite then by Lemma 12 at least one 
of the languages F, 0*, or (8, p) for a nonempty set S c (0,. . . , p - I} for a p prime 
is o-h-reducible to A. Therefore, by Lemma 5, at least one of the classes @ - P = NP, 
0* - P = co-NP or (S, p) - P for a nonempty set S ~(0,. . . , p - I} for a p prime is 
contained in A - P. By Lemma 7, at least one of the classes NP, co-NP, or MOD,P 
is contained in A - P. 0 
The theorem can be stated in the following weaker form in which the notion gen- 
eralized dejinite is not used. 
Corollary 14. Let A be a nontrivial regular language. If A - P is not equal to P then 
A - P contains at least one of the classes NP, co-NP, or MOD,P for p prime. 
In the following sections, Theorem 13 will be interpreted as a nondensity result. 
7. A nondensity result on the assumption that PH does not collapse 
The class PH is defined to be the union of the classes Cp of the polynomial-time 
hierarchy. Say that PH collapses to Cp if PH = C[, and say that PH collapses if there 
is some natural number i such that PH collapses to C,/. 
The following Lemma 15 can be seen as an easy consequence of the results of Toda 
[311. 
Lemma 15 (Toda [3 11). u MOD,P f or some prime p is contained in NP or co-NP, 
then PH collapses (to C,“). 
Proof (sketch). Consider the case p = 2. Assuming f3P C NP one has with the notation 
of [21] (BP. is the operator corresponding to BPP, i.e. BP. P = BPP): 
PHcBP.@PCBP.NPcn,P. 
The first inclusion holds by the result of Toda [31], the second inclusion holds by the 
assumption, and the third inclusion holds by a result [2]. Therefore, PH = UT = 
Z!. The same argumentation goes through for primes p # 2, see [32]. Because 
MOD,P is closed under complements, see [5], the lemma also holds for the assumption 
MOD,P C co-NP. 0 
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The assumption that PH does not collapse (to C,) is stronger than the assump- 
tion P # NP but still can be considered reasonable. The next corollary states that a 
nondensity result would follow as a consequence. 
Corollary 16. Zf PH dues not collapse (to C:) then NP and co-NP are atoms of the 
inclusion order on 92 - P. 
Proof. First note that if PH does not collapse (to C,“), then P, NP, and co-NP are 
different from each other. Now assume that a class L - P for a language L E 9 is 
properly between P and NP. Because in that case L - P is not equal to P the class 
L - P contains, by the previous Theorem 13, one of the classes NP, co-NP, MOD,P 
for p prime. By the assumption L - P cannot contain NP, and also it cannot contain 
co-NP, because then NP would properly contain its set of complements, a set-theoretic 
contradiction. So the only case left is that L - P contains a class MOD,P for p prime. 
But then also NP contains MOD,P, and PH collapses to C! by Lemma 15. This shows 
that if PH does not collapse (to C!) then there cannot be a class in 9 - P properly 
between P and NP. The same argumentation holds for co-NP. 0 
Remark. It is not clear whether a nondensity result can be concluded from Theorem 
13 on the weaker assumption P # NP. 
8. A nondensity result for the relativized case 
Consider the relativized versions of the classes Cp and zip,, of the polynomial- 
time hierarchy. For all oracles the first class is a subset of the second but there is an 
oracle for which this inclusion is proper, see [3, 14,28,34]. The same holds for the 
relativized versions of many pairs of complexity classes. This concept of comparing 
complexity classes was formalized by Zachos [36] as partial order on relativizable 
complexity classes which expresses that an inclusion is oracle independent. With a 
slight modification, this concept will be presented now. 
Obviously, the definition of the class A - P can be relativized for every oracle X. In 
this case the polynomial-time nondeterministic Turing machines all have access to the 
oracle X; for the notion of oracle Turing machines, see for example [16]. This way 
for each language A and each oracle X the class A - p is defined. Let a family be a 
mapping from the set of oracles to classes. Families will be indicated by parenthesis 
around the oracle variable, for example, the family which maps an oracle X to the 
class NPX will just be denoted by NP u’) This way each language A defines the . 
family A - PcX), say that A accepts the family A - PcX). 
On the set of families accepted by nontrivial regular languages the partial order --+ 
will be defined. Let A, B be two languages. Define A - PcX) + B - PcX) if for every 
oracle X it holds A - PX C B - PX. The partial order + corresponds to the idea of 
oracle-independent inclusion of relativizable complexity classes. The concept and the 
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PSPA&*' 
inside the triangle: the other families of R - P’*) 
NP(*)<\~,~MOD~PC*) . . . 
Fig. 4. --f shown as a diagram. 
symbol -+ is the same as the one of Zachos [36], though here the definition is for 
families instead of classes. 
Let 9 - P(*) be the set of families which are accepted by a nontrivial regular 
language. 
Proposition 17. The partial order + on 9 - Pcx) is an upper semi-lattice which has 
a minimum, a maximum, an injinite chain and an injinite antichain. 
Proof. The upper semi-lattice part holds by the oracle-independent construction of A@# 
in the proof of Proposition 2(c). The minimum and maximum are Pcx) and PSPACE(X), 
respectively, by parts (a) and (b) of Theorem 2 which are relativizable. The chain is 
given by the families CT(x’ because C/‘(x) + C$’ was shown for every i [28,34], 
and Cp,(x) # C,+r p’(X) by the results [3, 141. To obtain an antichain, consider the families 
MOD,PcX) for p prime: by a result [5] there exists for any two primes p # q an 
oracle X such that MOD,PX is not a subset of MOD,PX. This is another way of 
saying that the families MOD,P cx) for p prime are pairwise -+- incomparable. 0 
The following corollary states that &? - Ptx) is atomic, see Fig. 4. The result is 
called corollary because its proof is nearly the same as the proof of Theorem 13. 
Corollary 18. The upper semi-lattice + on 59 - Pcx) is atomic. The atoms are the 
pairwise different families NPcX), CO-NP(~) and MOD,PcX) for p prime. 
Proof. First note that NPcX), CO-NP(~) and MOD,PcX) for p prime are families from 
99 - Pcx). By the results [3,4,33,35] the families NPcX’, CO-NP(~) and MOD,PcX) 
for p prime are pair-wise incomparable and therefore they are different from Pcx). 
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The corollary is now proven like Theorem 13. If a nontrivial regular language A is 
generalized definite then A - P x - Px for every oracle X by the relativized version 
of lemma 11; this means A - PCx) = Pcx). If, on the other hand, A is not generalized 
definite then by Lemma 12 at least one of the languages @, O’, or (S, p) for a nonempty 
set SC{O,...,p - 1) for a p prime is o-h-reducible to A. Assume that F is o-h- 
reducible to A. Then for every oracle X the class NPX is included in the class A - Px 
by the relativized version of Lemma 5; in other words, NPCX) -+ A - PCx). The same 
argumention holds for the cases that 0* or (S, p) for a nonempty set S ~(0,. . . , p - 1 } 
for a p prime is o-h-reducible to A; in the latter case the relativized version of Lemma 
7 is needed in addition. q 
9. An analogous result for the log-space case 
Let a log-space nondeterministic Turing machine be a nondeterministic Turing ma- 
chine (of the kind described in the introduction) for which there is a constant c such 
that for an input x the computation terminates on every path and does not use more 
than c . log,(lxl) cells of the working tape on every path. Because every log-space 
nondeterministic Turing machine M is a polynomial-time one, the computation tree 
T(M,x) for an input n, its yield yield(M,x), and the language LA(M) for a language A 
are already defined. Let, like in [18], the log-space class accepted by A, in short A - L, 
be the set of languages LA(M) such that M is a log-space nondeterministic Turing ma- 
chine. With identical proofs the Lemmata 5 and 7 have their following analogs 19 and 
20 for the log-space case. For the proof of Lemma 20, results from [lo] (instead from 
[5]) are applied. 
Lemma 19. Let A, B be two languages. If A is o-h-reducible to B then A - L G B - L 
Lemma 20. For a nonempty set S ~(0,. . . , p - 1) for a prime p the language (S, p) 
accepts MOD,L. 
Also Lemma 11 has the following log-space analog Lemma 21. The proof is nearly 
the same, only the left and the right traversal algorithm have to be done more carefully 
here, namely with a look-ahead of 2n and n nodes, respectively. 
Lemma 21. For a nontrivial generalized efinite language A it holds A - L = L. 
The following corollary is the log-space analogon of Theorem 13. The proof is the 
same as the one for 13, using here Lemmata 12, 19, 20, and 2 1. Note that it is known 
from [ 17,291 that NL = co-NL. 
Corollary 22. Let A be a nontrivial regular language. If A is generalized efinite 
then A - L is equal to L; otherwise, A - L contains at least one of the classes NL 
or MOD,L for p prime. 
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Note added in proof 
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